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Higgs bosons with very suppressed couplings to fermions (‘‘fermiophobic Higgs bosons,’’ hf) can
decay to two photons (��) with a branching ratio significantly larger than that expected for the standard
model Higgs boson formhf < 150 GeV. Such a particle would give a clear signal at the LHC and can arise
in the two Higgs doublet model (type I) in which hf ! �� is mediated by W� and charged Higgs boson
(H�) loops. We show that the H� loops can cause both constructive and destructive contributions with a
magnitude considerably larger than the anticipated precision in the measurement of the photonic decay
channel at future hadron and lepton colliders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutral Higgs bosons with very suppressed couplings to
fermions—‘‘fermiophobic Higgs bosons’’ (hf) [1]—may
arise in specific versions of the two Higgs doublet model
(2HDM) [2,3] or in models with Higgs triplets [4]. Such a
hf would decay dominantly to two photons, hf ! ��, for
mhf & 95 GeV or to two massive gauge bosons, hf !

VV��� (V � W�, Z) for mhf * 95 GeV [5,6]. The large
branching ratio for hf ! �� would provide a very clear
experimental signature, and observation of such a particle
would strongly constrain the possible choices of the under-
lying Higgs sector [5–11].

Experimental searches for hf have been performed at the
CERN Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) and the
Fermilab Tevatron. Lower limits on mhf have been derived
in the context of a benchmark model which assumes that
the coupling hfVV is equal to the standard model (SM)
Higgs boson coupling �0VV, and that all fermion branch-
ing ratios are exactly zero. We will refer to this model as
benchmark F. Lower bounds of the order mhf * 100 GeV

have been obtained by the LEP collaborations OPAL [12],
DELPHI [13], ALEPH [14], and L3 [15], utilizing the
channel e�e� ! hfZ, hf ! ��. A search in the comple-
mentary channel e�e� ! A0hf was performed by two
LEP collaborations, OPAL [12] and DELPHI [13] and
ruled out the region mA �mhf < 160 GeV.

At the Tevatron Run I, the limits onmhf from the D0 and
CDF collaborations are, respectively, 78.5 GeV [16] and
82 GeV [17] at 95% C.L., using the mechanism qq0 !
V� ! hfV, hf ! ��, with the dominant contribution
coming from V � W�. For an integrated luminosity of
2 fb�1 (which has been attained as of June 2007) run II
can extend the coverage of mhf in the benchmark F model
slightly beyond that of LEP [18–20]. In addition, run II is
sensitive to the region 110 GeV<mhf < 160 GeV and
B�hf ! ���> 4% which could not be probed at LEP. A

preliminary search in the inclusive 2� channel has been
performed with 0:19 fb�1 of run II data [21,22]. A com-
plementary production mechanism which is exclusive to a
hadron collider is the process qq0 ! H�hf [23,24]. Since
the branching ratio for H� ! hfW

��� can be very large in
models with fermiophobia [25], this mechanism can give
rise to double hf production and hence a multiphoton
signature. The sensitivity of the Tevatron run II to this
channel was studied in [26] and recently a search was
performed by the D0 Collaboration in the 3� channel [27].

In benchmark F the decay hf ! �� is assumed to be
mediated solely by W� loops. In this paper we study the
effect of charged scalar loops (H�) on B�hf ! ��� in the
context of the 2HDM (type I) and discuss the impact on the
current and future searches for hf at the Tevatron and LHC.
Our work is organized as follows: in Sec. II the fermio-
phobic limit of the 2HDM (type I) is introduced; in Sec. III
the effect of the charged scalar loops on hf ! �� is
discussed; the numerical results for B�hf ! ��� are con-
tained in Sec. IV with conclusions given in Sec. V.

II. FERMIOPHOBIC HIGGS BOSONS

In this section we briefly review the properties of hf in
the 2HDM (type I). For a detailed introduction the reader is
referred to [6,9–11].

A. 2HDM (Type I)

If �1 and �2 are two Higgs SU�2� doublets with hyper-
charge Y � 1, the most general SU�2�L �U�1�Y gauge
invariant scalar potential is [28]
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If the discrete symmetry �1 ! ��1 is imposed one has
�6 � �7 � 0. However, the term proportional to m2

12 can
remain as a soft violation of the above discrete symmetry
and still ensure that Higgs-mediated tree-level flavor
changing neutral currents are absent [3]. Note that the
above 2HDM potential contains one more free parameter
than those studied in Refs. [10,11]. We assume that all the
scalar potential parameters are real.

The scalar potential in Eq. (1) breaks SU�2�L �U�1�Y
down to U�1�em when the two Higgs doublets acquire
vacuum expectation values

 h�1i �
1���
2
p

0
v1

� �
; h�2i �

1���
2
p

0
v2

� �
(2)

which must satisfy the experimental constraint m2
Z �

1
2 �

�g2 � g02�v2, with v2 � �v2
1 � v

2
2� � �246 GeV�2. The

minimization conditions that define the vacuum expecta-
tion values in terms of the parameters of the potential
(setting �6 � �7 � 0) are
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from which m2
11 and m2

22 can be solved in favor of m2
Z and

tan� � v2=v1.
After using the minimization conditions, the neutral CP-

odd Higgs mass matrix can be written as

 M 2
A �

m2
12t� � �5v2s2

� �m2
12 � �5v2s�c�

�m2
12 � �5v

2s�c� m2
12=t� � �5v

2c2
�

 !
(4)

and is diagonalized by a rotation in an angle �. For
simplicity we use the following notation: s� � sin�, c� �
cos�, and t� � tan�. The mass matrix M2

A has a zero
eigenvalue corresponding to the neutral Goldstone boson
while its second eigenvalue is the mass of the physical
CP-odd Higgs boson A0,

 m2
A �

m2
12

s�c�
� �5v

2: (5)

The charged Higgs mass matrix is given by
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which also is diagonalized by a rotation in an angle �. It has a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the charged Goldstone
boson, and the charged Higgs mass is

 m2
H� � m2

A �
1
2��5 � �4�v2: (7)

Here we see that the charged and the CP-odd Higgs masses are independent parameters, as opposed to supersymmetry,
where the mass squared difference is equal to m2

W at tree level.
The neutral CP-even Higgs mass matrix is given by

 M 2
H0 �

m2
As

2
� � �1v2c2

� � �5v2s2
� �m2

As�c� � ��3 � �4�v2s�c�
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As�c� � ��3 � �4�v
2s�c� m2
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2
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2s2
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(8)

and the two eigenvalues are the masses of the neutral CP-even Higgs bosons h0 and H0. It is diagonalized by an angle �
defined by

 sin2� �
	�m2

A � ��3 � �4�v
2
s2��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

	�m2
A � �5v2�c2� � �1v2c2

� � �2v2s2
�


2 � 	m2
A � ��3 � �4�v2
2s2

2�

q : (9)

A necessary condition for fermiophobia is the imposition
of the mentioned discrete symmetry �1 ! ��1 which
forbids �1 coupling to the fermions. This model is usually
called ‘‘type I’’ [2]. However, fermiophobia is only partial
due to the mixing in the CP-even neutral Higgs mass
matrix, which is diagonalized by the mixing angle �, and

both CP-even mass eigenstates h0 and H0 acquire a cou-
pling to the fermions. The fermionic couplings of the
lightest CP-even Higgs h0 take the form h0f �f
cos�= sin�, where f is any fermion. Small values of
cos� would strongly suppress the fermionic couplings,
and in the limit cos�! 0 the coupling h0f �f would vanish,
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giving rise to complete fermiophobia at tree level.1 From
Eq. (9) this is achieved if

 m2
A � ��3 � �4�v

2: (10)

Despite this extra constraint, the parameters mA, mH� , and
tan� are still independent parameters in this model.
However, at the one-loop level, hf can couple to fermions
via loops involving vector bosons and other Higgs bosons
(for a discussion see [6,10,11,24]). Thus in general one
would expect a small B�hf ! f �f� even if fermiophobia
were exact at tree-level. Despite this, it is conventional and
convenient to define an extreme hf in which all branching
ratios to fermions are set to zero. This can be arranged by
defining a vanishing renormalized �.

B. Fermiophobic Higgs boson branching ratios

Expressions for the branching ratio B�hf ! ��� can be
found in Ref. [3]. In benchmark F this decay is assumed to
be mediated solely by W boson loops,

with a SM-strength Higgs-W-W coupling, although in the
2HDM a factor of sin��� �� must be included. In the
fermiophobic limit ( cos� � 0) the hfWW coupling
(ghfWW) normalized to the SM �0WW coupling satisfies
sin��� �� ! � cos�. We call this scenario benchmark B.
The decay rate for hf into two photons is as follows:

 ��hf ! ��� �
�2g2

1024�3

m3
hf

m2
W

jF1 cos�j2: (11)

Here g is the SU�2�L coupling constant, � is the fine-
structure constant, and F1 � F1��� where � � 4m2

W=m
2
hf

is a phase space function given in [3].
For the sake of illustration, we depict in Fig. 1 the

branching ratios of a fermiophobic Higgs boson hf into
VV where V can be either aW, Z, or � (see [5,6] for earlier
versions of the same figure). In Fig. 1 it is assumed that all
hf couplings to fermions are absent and that hf ! �� is
mediated solely by a W boson loop. One can see from the
figure that the loop induced decay mode hf ! �� is
dominant for mhf & 95 GeV and drops below 0.1% for
hf masses above 150 GeV. On the other hand, the decay
channel hf ! W�W� dominates for mhf * 95 GeV, being
close to 100% until the threshold for hf decay into two real
Z’s is reached. Note that the branching ratios in Fig. 1

coincide for both benchmark B and F, although the decay
rates and production cross sections are different.

III. CHARGED SCALAR LOOP CONTRIBUTIONS
TO hf ! ��

In the 2HDM (type I) there are additional contributions
to hf ! �� from singly charged scalar (H�) loops
[3,10,11]2 whose graphs are shown below:

Such contributions, which are neglected in both
benchmark B and F, introduce a dependence on the details
of the Higgs spectrum. The expression for ��hf ! ��� in
Eq. (11) is modified to the following:

 ��hf ! ��� �
�2g2

1024�3

m3
hf

m2
W

jF0 ~ghfH�H� � F1 cos�j2:

(12)

Here the dimensionless coupling ~ghfH�H� is proportional
to the trilinear coupling for the hfH�H� vertex, which is
defined below. F0 is a phase space function of �m2

H�=m
2
hf
�,

i.e., the scalar analogue of F1. In the mass region of interest
to us, 100 GeV<mhf < 250 GeV, F0 is considerably
smaller than F1 e.g., for mhf < 2mH� one has �1=3>
F0 >�1 while 7<F1 < 12 formhf < 2mW . However, the

FIG. 1 (color online). B�hf ! ��;W�W�; Z�Z�; Z�� as a
function of mhf assuming all fermionic decays are absent (exact
fermiophobic) in the benchmark models F and B.

1The limit sin�! 0 is studied in Ref. [29] and can give rise to
a very suppressed B�h0 ! ��) in the 2HDM (Model I).

2See [30] for studies of the effect of charged scalar loops on
the photonic decays of neutral Higgs bosons in the context of the
2HDM (type II).
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impact of the scalar loops can be significant if there is some
suppression for the hfWW coupling or if ~ghfH�H� is size-
able. Hereafter we will refer to the scenario where the
charged Higgs boson loops are included and the 2HDM
ghfWW coupling is used as benchmark A.

The trilinear coupling ~ghfH�H� in Eq. (12) is related to
the coupling in the Lagrangian, L � ghfH�H�hfH

�H� �
. . . , by

 ~g hfH�H� � �
mW

gm2
H�
ghfH�H� (13)

where,
 

ghfH�H� � c�v
�

2
m2
H�

v2 � s
2
��1 � �1� s

2
��
m2
A

v2

� �1� s2
���5

�
: (14)

Equation (14) is obtained by imposing the fermiophobic
condition [Eq. (10)] on the expression for ghfH�H� in the
general 2HDM [28]. Note that at the Lagrangian level the
trilinear coupling ghfH�H� has dimensions of mass.

Clearly the contribution of the H� loops depends on the
details of the scalar potential. The phase space function F0

involves the scalar masses mhf and mH� , while ghfH�H� is
a function of several Higgs potential parameters. Since the
charged scalar contribution may interfere destructively or
constructively with that of the W loop (depending on the
sign of ghfH�H�), its main phenomenological effect on the
decay hf ! �� is to increase or decrease B�hf ! ��� for
a givenmhf with respect to that given in Fig. 1. A first study
of the effect of the H� loops on B�hf ! ��� in the
fermiophobic limit of the 2HDM (type I) was performed
in [10,11]. The scalar potentials used in these references
contain one less parameter than that given in Eq. (1), and
thus their corresponding expression for ghfH�H� differs
from that given in Eq. (14).

In this work we perform a general scan of the 2HDM
parameter space in order to study the magnitude of
ghfH�H� and the impact of the H� loops on B�hf ! ���.
As input we use �i (i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and tan�. The mass
parameters m2

11 and m2
22 in the potential are fixed by the

minimization conditions in Eq. (3). The third mass parame-
ter m2

12 is related to the CP-odd Higgs mass mA, as shown
in Eq. (5), and fixed by the fermiophobic condition in
Eq. (10). The following perturbative limits for �i are used:

 0< �1; �2 < 4�=3; �8�< 2�3; 2�4; �5 < 8�:

(15)

In addition, the vacuum stability conditions for �i given in
[28] are respected.

In Fig. 2 the magnitude of the trilinear ghfH�H� coupling
[Eq. (14) normalized by mW] is shown as a function of

tan�. We take mhf , mA � 80 GeV, and mH� � 85 GeV in
order to comply with lower limits from direct searches. The
ghfH�H� coupling may have either sign, with the largest
values occurring for positive ghfH�H� . Most strikingly, the
absolute value of the coupling diminishes with increasing
tan�, a fact that will have important consequences for the
impact of the H� loops on B�hf ! ��).

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section we perform a numerical analysis of the
effect of charged scalar loops on B�hf ! ���. We also
study the impact on the current searches for hf at the
Tevatron run II and on future searches at the LHC. We
consider both the standard production mechanism which
depends on the ghfWW coupling, and the complementary
production mechanism which depends on the ghfH�W
coupling.

A. Searches for hf at the Tevatron run II

Run II commenced in 2001 with the collision energy
���
s
p

increasing to 1.96 TeV. Simulations for the standard
mechanism p �p! V ! Vhf (V � W�, Z) can be found
in Refs. [18,20]. It was shown that lower limits of mhf >
115�125� GeV can be obtained for the benchmark F model
with 2�10� fb�1 of data, which is a moderate improvement
over the LEP limits. However, the Tevatron search has the
virtue of being sensitive to the parameter space of
110 GeV<mhf < 160 GeV, provided that B�hf !
���> 4%. In contrast, such a region could not be probed

FIG. 2 (color online). Fermiophobic 2HDM hfH
�H� cou-

pling, normalized by mW , as a function of tan�.
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at LEP. Although these large branching ratios are not
possible in the benchmark F model, we will discuss if
contributions from charged scalar loops (H�) can provide
the necessary enhancement.

A preliminary search for p �p! W� ! Whf ! ��� X
has been carried out with a run II data sample of 0:19 fb�1

[21,22]. Although the mass limit for mhf in the
benchmark F model is still inferior to that obtained at
LEP, there is already sensitivity to the mass region
110 GeV<mhf < 160 GeV and B�hf ! ���> 80%. As
of June 2007, 2 fb�1 of data have been accumulated. In the
fermiophobic limit in benchmark A this production mecha-
nism is suppressed by a factor:

 g2
hfWW

 cos2� �
1

1� tan2�
; (16)

i.e., at tan� � 3 there is already a suppression factor 1=10,
and for this reason we will analyze this production mecha-
nism at low values of tan�. At larger values of tan� in
benchmark A one must rely on complementary production
mechanisms.

Recently a search (with 0:83 fb�1) for a complementary
process has been performed in the channel [27]:

 p �p! hfH� ! hfhfW� ! ������ � X: (17)

Such a mechanism has very little SM background and the
absence of a signal leads to the following limit on the
production cross section:

 ��p �p! hfH��< 25:3 fb: (18)

Equation (18) excludes regions in the parameter space of
mhf �mH� for a given tan� e.g. mhf < 44�50� GeV and
mH� < 150 GeV are excluded for tan� � 3�30�. All the
above searches assume benchmark F model B�hf ! ���.

Prospects for pp! W� ! Whf ! ��� X at the LHC
can be obtained from simulations for the SM Higgs boson
production mechanism pp! W� ! W�0 ! ��� X
[31]. For mhf � 120 GeV in benchmark F, a simple scal-
ing of the signal rates in [31] gives statistical signals of
20�, 40�, and 70� for L � 30, 100, 300 fb�1, respec-
tively. For mhf � 150 GeV, B�hf ! ��� is approximately
the same as B��0 ! ��� and a 5� signal can only be
obtained with L � 300 fb�1. Simulations for the comple-
mentary channel in Eq. (17) have not yet been performed
for the LHC. Given the low backgrounds, one would expect
considerably smaller values of ��pp! hfH

�� to be
probed than the current upper limit set at the Tevatron
run II [Eq. (18)].

B. Impact ofH� loops on qq0 ! W� ! Whf ! ��� X

In Fig. 3 we show the fermiophobic Higgs boson branch-
ing ratio B�hf ! ��� for tan� � 1 and mH� � 115 GeV.
The lower bound on mH� ensures that the H� contribution
to the decay t! H�b [32] is consistent with the experi-

mentally allowed regions. In the case of b! s�, the
current world average is B�b! s�� � �3:55� 0:26� �
10�4 [33]. Strong lower bounds on mH� independent of
tan� can be derived from this decay in the context of the
2HDM (type II), but in the 2HDM (type I) of interest to us
such bounds are not applicable due to the different cou-
plings of H� to fermions. For tan�> 1 the charged Higgs
contribution is small, and the prediction for B�b! s��
approaches that of the SM as tan� increases. For tan� � 1
the smaller values of mH� used in this article predict
B�b! s�� somewhat lower than the experimentally al-
lowed region, although this theoretical prediction is un-
stable for tan� � 1 due to scale dependence [34]. In Fig. 3
benchmark F is denoted by the black points while
benchmark A is denoted by light (green) and dark (red)
points for 	> 1 and 	< 1, respectively, with 	 defined in
the following way:

 	 �
B�hf ! ���jA
B�hf ! ���jF

; (19)

which is the ratio of the branching ratios in benchmarks A
and F. In this way, for values of 	 greater than unity, the
charged Higgs and W contributions add constructively. On
the contrary, for values of 	 smaller than unity, the two
contributions add destructively.

A fermiophobic Higgs boson decaying into two photons
was searched for at the Tevatron run II with 0:19 fb�1 [22].
The excluded region in the parameter space ��p �p!
hfW�B�hf ! ��� vs mhf (Fig. 2 in [22]) is marginally
increased with respect to LEP. However, a Monte Carlo
prediction for 2 fb�1 shows a significant improvement over
LEP. Assuming benchmark F, i.e., no suppression factor in
the cross section, and no charged Higgs contribution to the
branching ratio, a fermiophobic Higgs mass mhf &

113 GeV would be probed. However, in benchmark A
one has to include the suppression factor in the production
cross section [Eq. (16)] and the contribution of the charged
Higgs boson to the Higgs decay rate into two photons. In
Fig. 3 we use tan� � 1 which gives rise to a suppression
factor g2

hfWW
� 1=2. A few scenarios in 2HDM where the

charged Higgs contribution to B�hf ! ��� overcomes the
suppression factor (i.e., 	> 2) are observed in Fig. 3 for
large values of mhf and small values of mH� . However,
these large values mhf  250 GeV together with the small
B�hf ! ���  10�4 are well beyond the sensitivity of the
Tevatron run II.

In the mass region sensitive to run II, mhf & 160 GeV,
we find 	 & 1:1 and thus the constructive effects of the
charged Higgs contribution to B�hf ! ��� are far from
compensating the suppression factor. Hence the use of
benchmark F is reasonable for run II when the search is
negative and only lower bounds on the fermiophobic Higgs
mass are set. We conclude that searches in the channel
qq0 ! W� ! Whf ! ��� X with the anticipated run II
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luminosity of a few fb�1 offer similar sensitivity to
benchmark A as the LEP searches.

At the LHC prospects are much brighter since statisti-
cally significant signals would be expected in benchmark F
in the region 120 GeV<mhf < 150 GeV (see Sec. IVA).
If a signal were observed in the above mass region, inter-
pretation in the 2HDM (type I) (i.e. benchmark A) would
require inclusion of the scalar loops, whose effect on
B�hf ! ��� can be sizeable as shown in Fig. 3. In the
case of destructive interference for mhf  150 GeV their
contribution can be as large as �90% (	 � 0:1); in the
constructive case, their contribution has an upper limit of
the order of 10% (	 � 1:1) for the same value of mhf . The
signal event number in benchmark A would be propor-
tional to the cross section suppression factor [Eq. (16)] and
	. Information on the magnitude of 	 would restrict the
parameter space of the Higgs potential via Eqs. (12) and
(14). Since benchmark F can give very large signals for
lighter values of mhf (e.g. 70� for mhf � 120 GeV and
300 fb�1), even small values of 	 could be probed in
benchmark A for mhf  120 GeV.

Note that the charged Higgs contribution to B�hf ! ���
rises sharply near the threshold hf ! H�H�. Since

mH� > 115 GeV in our example, the threshold starts ap-
pearing at 230 GeV. It is clear from Fig. 3(c) that the
maximal value for 	 is obtained for light charged Higgs
bosons.

C. Impact of H� loops on qq0 ! H�hf ! �����X

Complementary mechanisms play an important role in
the search for hf in the case of the ghfVV coupling being
suppressed, i.e., for large tan�. For this reason we will
consider the process pp, p �p! H�hf ! ����� X
[Eq. (17)]. The total cross section is given by

 ��pp; p �p! H�hf� � B�H
� ! Whf� � B

2�hf ! ���:

(20)

The inclusion of the charged Higgs loops will affect the
total cross section quadratically, as can be seen in Eq. (20),
and thus their effect might be more important than for the
standard mechanism.

In Fig. 4 we show B�hf ! ��� as a function of mhf for
tan� � 30. Since there is no cross section suppression
factor analogous to Eq. (16), the signal event rate in
benchmark A will be enhanced relative to that in

FIG. 3 (color online). For tan� � 1 the three panels are as follows: (a) B�hf ! ��� in benchmark F (black dots), and in
benchmark A with 	> 1 (light/green dots) and 	< 1 (dark/red dots). (b) Scatter plot for 	 as a function of the fermiophobic
Higgs mass mhf . (c) Scatter plot for 	 as a function of the charged Higgs mass mH� .
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benchmark F for 	> 1. In our scan of the 2HDM parame-
ter space we impose a weaker lower limit for the charged
Higgs mass (mH� > 85 GeV) than in Sec. IV B. This is
because the rate for t! H�b and the H� contribution to
b! s� are negligible for tan� � 30 in the 2HDM (type I).
We plot both the constructive (light/green dots) and de-
structive (dark/red dots) contribution to the fermiophobic
Higgs decay to two photons. In this figure, as in Fig. 3, one
sees a rise in the contribution to B�hf ! ��� (both con-
structive and destructive) close to the charged Higgs
threshold. In this case mH� > 85 GeV and so the threshold
starts to appear at 170 GeV. In the mass region sensitive to
the LHC, corrections from charged Higgs bosons are very
large; at mhf  150 GeV they can reach 25% in the con-
structive case (	 � 1:25), and �99% in the destructive
case (	 � 0:01).

Since the W contribution to B�hf ! ��� is proportional
to cos� [Eq. (12)], one might expect the influence of the
charged Higgs contribution to be greater at large tan�
when the hfWW coupling is very suppressed. However,
from Eq. (14) one sees that in the fermiophobic limit, the
hfH�H� coupling is also suppressed by a factor cos�. For
this reason the effect of the charged scalar loops is com-

parable in both Figures 3 and 4, contrary to the naı̈ve
expectation.

The lowest values of 	 seen in Fig. 4 can be understood
as a cancellation between the W and H� amplitudes con-
tributing to the hf ! �� decay width, which in the nota-
tion of Eq. (12) translates into F0 ~ghfH�H� � F1 cos� for
an exact cancellation. For the case with mhf � 140 GeV

and 	 � 10�2, best seen in Fig. 4(b), both amplitudes are
real and have opposite signs, but the value of 	 cannot be
lowered significantly because the parameter �1 would
exceed its perturbative limit shown in Eq. (15). For the
case with mhf � 220 GeV and 	 � 10�3, both amplitudes
have imaginary parts, since for this case mH� � 103 GeV
and can be produced on shell in the decay of hf. To obtain
an exact cancellation between theW andH� amplitudes in
this case, it is necessary that the ratio of the real parts of F1

and F0 be equal to the ratio of their imaginary parts. It can
be shown that this is not possible to achieve, and that is the
reason why we do not find smaller values of 	.

In Fig. 5 we show different regions in the plane formed
by the hfH�H� coupling ghfH�H� , normalized bymW , and
the charged Higgs mass mH� , for two values of tan� � 1,
30. The regions are defined by the parameter 	 in the

FIG. 4 (color online). For tan� � 30 the three panels are as follows: (a) B�hf ! ��� in benchmark F (black dots), and in
benchmark A with 	> 1 (light/green dots) and 	< 1 (dark/red dots). (b) Scatter plot for 	 as a function of the fermiophobic Higgs
mass mhf . (c) Scatter plot for 	 as a function of the charged Higgs mass mH� .
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following way: (I) for a given value of mhf , B�hf ! ���
calculated in benchmark A is within 2% of the branching
ratio calculated in benchmark F; (II) the deviation is be-
tween 2% and 10%; (III) the deviation is larger than 10%.
The dividing lines are not absolute, since there is some
small overlap between regions. As expected, larger correc-
tions are obtained for larger values of the coupling
ghfH�H� . Similarly, larger corrections are obtained for
smaller charged Higgs masses. This behavior can be under-
stood from Eq. (13), where we see that for fixed ghfH�H� ,
~ghfH�H� is inversely proportional to m2

H� . The effect of
tan� can also be observed from the figure. The general
shape of the regions is unchanged, and the observable
effect is a rescaling of the coupling ghfH�H� . This is clearly
understood from Eq. (14), where we see that both cou-
plings ghfH�H� and ghfW�W� are scaled by a factor cos�.

Note that the sign of the coupling ghfH�H� directly
determines whether the charged Higgs contribution adds
constructively (	> 1) or destructively (	< 1) to the W
contribution. In Eq. (14) this coupling is written as a
function of mH� , mA, �1, �5, and tan�. The charged
Higgs mass mH� and �1 always contribute positively to
ghfH�H� . On the contrary, the CP-odd Higgs mass mA

contributes negatively, while the �5 contribution does not
have a definite sign. As stressed in Sec. IV B, observation
of hf ! �� at the LHC with a sizeable event number
would provide information on the magnitude of 	, which

in turn would constrain the above Higgs potential parame-
ters in the context of the 2HDM (type I).

At the LHC, with 100 fb�1 per experiment, the expected
accuracy for the branching ratio B��0 ! ��� varies be-
tween 14% and 22%, within the mass region sensitive to
the LHC, 115<m�0

< 150 GeV [35]. Considering that
this study was done based on the gg! �0 production
mechanism, it does not directly apply to our fermiophobic
Higgs. This is because the relevant production mechanisms
for hf at the LHC are higgsstrahlung and weak vector
boson fusion, and a dedicated study would be needed.
Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the corrections we
find are easily larger than the quoted sensitivity. Even
better precision for B��0 ! ��� can be achieved at the
ILC, being 16% for

���
s
p
� 500 GeV, and improvable to

10% with initial state polarization [36], with higgsstrah-
lung e�e� ! Z�0 production mechanism, i.e., applicable
to a fermiophobic Higgs. Finally, the photon-photon option
for the ILC can achieve a 5% and 8% sensitivity for the
modes ��! �0 ! W�W� and �� ! �0 ! ��, respec-
tively [37], which are also applicable to our fermiophobic
Higgs hf.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The LHC has impressive sensitivity to fermiophobic
Higgs bosons (hf) decaying to two photons with a large
(> 1%) branching ratio. Observation of this photonic

FIG. 5. In the plane of parameter space defined by the charged Higgs mass mH� and the hfH�H� coupling ghfH�H� (normalized by
mW), three different regions are displayed: (I) Charged Higgs corrections within 2%, (II) between 2% and 10%, and (III) larger than
10%, for two values of tan� � 1, 30.
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decay mode (hf ! ��) with a rate significantly above that
expected for the standard model Higgs boson could be
accommodated in the fermiophobic limit of the 2HDM
(type I). In a commonly used benchmark model the decay
hf ! �� is assumed to be mediated solely by loops in-
volving W�, although potentially large contributions may
arise from charged scalar loops. In the mass region sensi-
tive to the LHC (mhf < 150 GeV) we showed that such
contributions can cause large suppressions, 	 � 0:01
(� 99% correction) or moderate enhancements, 	 �
1:25 (25% correction) of the branching ratio for hf !
��. These corrections should be compared with expected
sensitivities in the measurement of the photon-photon
branching ratio of the Higgs, which vary from 22% at the
LHC to 5% at the photon-photon option of the ILC.
Consequently, interpretation in the 2HDM (type I) of any
signal for hf at the LHC and ILC would necessitate in-

clusion of the scalar loops. This in turn would provide
information on the parameters of the scalar potential,
through the charged Higgs mass and the hfH�H� cou-
pling, which in the fermiophobic limit was shown to di-
minish with increasing tan�, as does hfW�W�.
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